Errl Cup Dispensary Intake Form
Dispensary Name: ____________________________________________________________
Dispensary Phone: _____________________________ Email: _________________________
Dispensary Contact: ___________________________________________________________
Dispensary Contact Phone: _______________________ Email: ________________________
Best way to contact: Phone: ( ) Email: ( ) Text: ( )
Errl Cup Entry Information
Category

Strain

____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________

Type (I/S/H)

_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

Entry Requirements: See Rules & Regulations
Flower: 14 grams
Edible: 7 individually wrapped
Concentrate: 7 grams
Non- Solvent: 7 grams
Topical: 7 product

__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________

CBD: Based on Type
Vape: 7 cartridges

Application, entry/testing fee and samples must be submitted no later than 30 days before the event.
Terms and Conditions
THE ERRL CUP IS AN ARIZONA MEDICAL MARIJUANA ACT EVENT, ALL RULES, LAWS AND GUIDELINES IN ACCORDANCE TO THE AMMA WILL BE
ENFORCED AT THE ERRL CUP. ANY PARTICIPANT, VENDOR, DISPENSARY, PATIENT, OR ANY AND ALL PEOPLE NOT COMPLYING WITH THE AMMA WILL BE
REMOVED FROM THE EVENT.
By signing below you have agreed to the terms and conditions of the Errl Cup and are agreeing to submission of your entry to the Errl Cup.

Signature: ____________________________________ Name: ________________________________________
Date: ____________________________________

Please do not fill below the line; ERRL CUP USE ONLY
-----------------------------------------------------------------Received From:

Pickup Date:

Verified Submissions:

Verified Fees:

Pick up agent Name:

Pick Up agent Signature:

The Official Rules, Regulations & FAQ
Events: Errl Cup & 710 Degree Cup
Revised 3/23/17
ENTRIES DUE 30 DAYS PRIOR TO EVENT DATE
710 DEGREE CUP ENTRIES DUE BEFORE 6/8/17

Important Information
Errl Cup will Secret Shop Dispensaries for Flower for our Jan. Event and Concentrate for our July Event. When secret
shopping, we know what type we want to purchase when we come to your dispensary, IE: Indica, Sativa, or Hybrid. We
ask the Budtender’s opinion, making it budtender’s choice for your secret shopped entry. Good Luck.
All judging is conducted by state licensed medical marijuana patients. Entries are collected and distributed under the
legal frameworks of Arizona’s legal medical cannabis program guidelines.

Dispensary Categories
Indica Flower

Indica Concentrate

Non-Solvent

Sativa Flower

Sativa Concentrate

Vape Pen

Hybrid Flower

Hybrid Concentrate

Edible

CBD Flower

CBD Concentrate

CBD Edible

Topical

Category Instructions
Flower
Category Information: All entries need to be labeled Sativa, Indica, or Hybrid. We limit the Sativa and Indica flower
entries to genetic lineages that are greater than 70 percent in either species. Competitors will be required to properly
categorize their entries. We reserve the right to re-categorize an entry that does not fit. You may be required to submit
genetic lineage (back to grandparents) if you have an unknown strain. Hybrids can include any combination of Indica or
Sativa below 70 percent (60/40, 50/50 and so on).

Competition Packaging Details: Your fourteen (14)-gram entry (This also includes CBD flower entries) must be placed in
a sealed jar. Each Jar must clearly state the name of the strain, category and company name. This should be done only
once on the exterior of the jar that holds your entry.
Concentrate
Category Information: The concentrate categories include all forms of solvent extractions, such as oils, waxes, budders
& shatters. Competitors are required to categorize their entries correctly. We reserve the right to re-categorize an entry
that does not fit. You may be required to submit genetic lineage (back to grandparents) if you have an unknown strain.
Hybrids can include any combination of Indica or Sativa below 70 percent (60/40, 50/50 and so on). Under no
circumstances are non-cannabis derived materials allowed to be infused into concentrates or non-solvent entries. Nonsolvent hash category encompasses all non-solvent concentrates, such as dry sieves, scissor hash, creams and water
extractions (bubble hash).
Non-Solvent
Category Information: The concentrate categories include all forms of solvent extractions, such as oils, waxes, budders
& shatters. Competitors are required to categorize their entries correctly. We reserve the right to re-categorize an entry
that does not fit. You may be required to submit genetic lineage (back to grandparents) if you have an unknown strain.
Hybrids can include any combination of Indica or Sativa below 70 percent (60/40, 50/50 and so on). Under no
circumstances are non-cannabis derived materials allowed to be infused into concentrates or non-solvent entries. Nonsolvent hash category encompasses all non-solvent concentrates, such as dry sieves, scissor hash, creams and water
extractions (bubble hash).
Competition Packaging Details: Your seven (7)-gram entry must be placed in a sealed container. Each container must
clearly state the name of the strain, category and company name. This should be done only once on the exterior of the
container that holds your entry.

Edibles
Category Information: Any medically infused product that is eaten or swallowed, including food, baked goods,
tinctures, juices, sodas, capsules and pills.
THC/CBD cannot exceed more than 20% of the label THC/MG amount.
This is an Open Brand category, meaning that judges will see your packaging/labeling name when judging. You will be
judged and tested on the accuracy and presentation of your label and product.
Competition Packaging Details: Your seven (7)-individually packaged entries must have the packaging and labeling used
when sold at a dispensary. Participants MUST clearly delineate exactly the total MG of cannabis infused in each product.
Entries without exact MG content on labeling will be disqualified.

CBD
Category Information: CBD category should have CBD in the medicine. Each CBD entry will be placed in categories of
Flower, Concentrate, and Edibles.
CBD Flower
Competition Packaging Details: Your fourteen (14)-gram entry must be placed in a sealed jar. Each Jar must clearly state
the name of the strain, category and company name. This should be done only once on the exterior of the jar that holds
your entry.

CBD Concentrate
Competition Packaging Details: Your seven (7)-gram entry must be placed in a sealed container. Each container must
clearly state the name of the strain, category and company name. This should be done only once on the exterior of the
container that holds your entry.

CBD Edibles
Competition Packaging Details: Your seven (7)-individually packaged entries must have the packaging and labeling used
when sold at a dispensary. Participants MUST clearly delineate exactly the total MG of cannabis infused in each product.
Entries without exact MG content on labeling will be disqualified.

Vape Pen
Category Information: This category is for pre-filled vape pen cartridges only. Competitors may not enter vape pens that
require the manual loading of concentrate.
Competition Packaging Details: This is an Open Brand category, meaning that judges will see your packaging/pen name
when judging. Entries in this category need be in their retail packaging. All Vapes and batteries must be placed in a
sealed container. The container must clearly state the name of the strain, category and company name. This should be
done only once on the exterior of the container that holds your entry.

Topical
Category Information: Topical category will include patches, rubs, lotions, and other products considered to be topical
medicines.
Competition Packaging Details: This is an Open Brand category, meaning that judges will see your packaging/labeling
name when judging. Entries in this category need be in their retail packaging.

Rules for 1st, 2nd and 3rd
A competitor may only win ONE award per category, regardless of how many entries they have in a category. This rule is
in place to prevent competitors from “stacking the field” and ensures a level playing field for everyone involved. Because
competitors will only be eligible to receive one award, the higher of the scores will be awarded and the rest dropped
from award consideration. For example, if a competitor places 1st and 3rd in a category, they will win 1st Place only with
the 3rd Place entry being dropped and the next highest score moving up into its place.

Disqualifying Factors
Since no guidelines for testing Cannabis have been established in the State of Arizona, we are taking our standards and
levels that we consider acceptable from the State of Colorado. Guidelines are as follows:

Click below to read more
Leafly Article
Common Category Misplacements: Chem Dawg is an Indica. OG Kush is an Indica, not a Sativa. Sour Diesel is a Hybrid.
A Kush cross is an Indica or Hybrid. All Hazes are Sativa.
Reserves the Rights: Errl Cup reserves the right to disqualify (DQ) entries for any rule violations and in cases where EC
deems the entry, or practices of the competitor therein, to be against the spirit of fair competition. Entries that have
been adulterated with non-cannabis derived products will be disqualified. Entries that have incidents of mold, bacteria,
or pesticides as identified either by the competition committee or our partner labs will be privately disqualified and the
competitors immediately notified. If any entry is found to have been tampered with, adulterated or doctored in any way
using any synthetic, artificial, or non-Cannabis organic substances, that entry will be disqualified. This includes, but is not
limited to, any substance that did not originate from the original source materials (Cannabis), including additives such as
non-Cannabis derived terpenes, oils or flavonoids, even when derived from natural or organic sources (such as fruits or
flowers). This does NOT apply to entries in the “Edibles” category. These rules are solely in place for the safety and
welfare of our judges and the community at large. Errl Cup does not offer refunds in the rare event of a disqualification.

If you have any questions or would like any further information or clarification please contact us at 602-540-6283 or
jim@theerrlcup.com or jay@theerrlcup.com

Thank You
The Errl Cup Team

